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Abstract:

The design of an independent spent fuel storage facility
with a capacity of 3000 tons of fuel is currently in progress in
Sweden. The fuel will be stored in a mined rock cavity.

In order to perform a preliminary safety analysis, a number
of safety aspects on this specific spent fuel storage facility has
been identified and design criteria have been proposed.

The location of the fuel storage pools in a rock cavity is
to our knowledge unique for the Swedish facility and this specific
design feature is reflected in the design criteria.

The accident analysis shows that design basis accidents yield
very low off-site radiation exposures.

A long terá total loss of cooling of the stored fuel will
have an extremely low probability. An estimation of the raaximua fuel
temperature in this case snows that the consequences are tolerable.
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At present six nuclear power plants are in operation in
Sweden generating spent fuel equivalent to approximately 100 tonnes
of uranium per year. Five more nuclear power plants are under con-
struction or in test operation. According to a decision by the Swedish
parliament in 1975« the planning shall include two more reactors,
making a total of 13 nuclear power plants in operation in Sveden in
the late eighties. These reactors will generate approximately 300
tonnes U of spent fuel per year.

Cue to the uncertain international situation concerning repro-
cessing and possible shortages during the eighties in the european
reprocessing capacity» a situation may arise in which the storage
capacity of the fuel pools at tbe Swedish power plants is not suffi-
cient to take care of the generated spent fuel. Such a situation
would threaten to limit operation of the reactors.

SKBF, an organisation of tbe owners of Swedish nuclear power
plants, are currently planning for an independent spent fuel storage
facility, CLAB, to meet a future need for extra storage capacity of
spent fuel. The licensing process for CLAB is in progress and e:?ca-
vation and construction work on the site is planned to start during
1979. Plant operation is scheduled for 1983/84.

ASEA-ATQM is preparing a preliminary safety analysis report
(PSAR) for CLAB. The following presentation is based çn this work.
Thé PSAR will consist of a general part and a systems part. The
general part of PSAR consists of the following sections

- Introduction

Site Description

Safety Criteria

- Quality Assurance

Plant Description

Sadioactive Sources

- Radiaticn Protection

Accident Analysis

The systems part contains specific technical information con-
cerning structures, systems and components in the plant. According
to the licensing tine schedule the complete ?SAR for CLAB will be
submitted to the Swedish authorities for review during the autumn
of 1978.

CLA3 will be built at one of three possible sites, all situated
en the east coast of Sweden.

2. Brief Plant Description-

i I

The plant is designed for a total storage capacity equivalent
to 3000 tonnes Uranium of spent 3WS and PWS fuel. The slant is *lso
designed to house a corresponding amount of spent reactor core eosspor.eats,
such as fuel channels and detector probes. The receiving capacity of
the plant is about 300 tonnes of spent fuel per year.

The plant is divided into tares main parts:

Receiving unit
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- Storage unit:, and

- Auxiliary systems unit

The receiving unit and the auxiliary unit are situated at
ground level, while the storage unit containing the storage pools is
placed below ground in a rained rock cavity.

The fuel casks are transported to the plant by sea ar.d are
carried fron the plant harbcur by lorry. The lorry with the fuel cask
is driven to an air lock inside the receiving unit. The cask shock
absorber is dismounted and the cask is placed in a decontamination
pit, where the cask is connected to the decontamination and cooliag
system. When the cask interior has reached an acceptable temperature
and activity level the cask is transported to the receiving and un-
loading pools, the cask lid is removed and the fuel assemblies are
placed in a canister. The canister is transferred under water to an
elevator and is subsequently lowered to the storage area by means
of the hoist. During this maneuvre the canister is placed in a
water-filled container to provide extrt. radiation protection and
cooling.

The storage unit consists of four storage pools asd a water-
filled transport channel connecting the fuel pools and the lower part
of the canister elevator. The storage pools are provided wi,th gates
with tresholds above the stored fuel.

The transport level in the storage pools is above the stored
fuel canisters which means that there will be easy access to any
stored fuel canister.

After unloading of the fuel cask, canister handling is the
normal way of transporting spent fuel in the plant, but handling and
transport of separate fuel bundles is also possible in the receiving
unit as well as in the storage unit of the plant.

The auxiliary unit contains systems for pool cooling water -
purification, ventilation and waste handling as well as electric
power and control equipment.
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3. Safety related design considerations

In the subsequence we will discuss briefly off-site safety
aspects and occupational safety considerations.

An analysis of environmental impacts after postulated accidents
in an independent spent fuel storage facility like CLA3 shews that
a prerequisite to cbtain significant release cf radioactive material
to the environment is cladding damage of a fairly large amount of
stored fuel, with an acccmsanying release cf gaseous activity from
the fuel.

Except for a hypothetical criticality accident two conceivable
possibilities have been identified which might lead to extended
damage to the fuel in a short period of time.

One possibility is that the fuel is heated to a point where
the fuel cladding looses its integrity. A necessary condition for
this situation to take placa is the loss of pool water to such an
extent that water cooling of the stored fuel ceases and th« fuel
tancerature increases due to decay heat. The cooling capability
would be supposed to be lost either by leakage of pool watsr through
the steraçe"pools ia excess cf the makeup system capability, or by"
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total loss of pool water cooling together with loss of p
capability to compensate for pool water losses due to boiling or
evaporation.

The other possibility which night result in large scale fuel
damage is a massive mechanical impact on the stared fuel.

To avoid the situations described above it is important to
assure storage pool integrity against large leakages and to be able
to provide the storage pools with makeup water in case of long tara
loss of pool water cooling. Furthermore the plant shall be designed
to avoid large scale mechanical damage of stored fuel.

Accordingly the following safety related structures and
systems have been identified:

- . The rock chamber housing the storage pools

- Storage pool structures

Canisters for spent fuel

Emergency makeup water systea for the storage pools

The emergency nakeup system has no task during normal opera-
tion oî the plant. This system is separated from the normal makeup
system and is supplied with water from a separate tank situated
above the water surface of the pools. The system is designed to be
manually operable even in the event of total loss of off-site and
on-site electric power.

Occupational, safety

Direct exposure of persons working in the facility can occur
during such activities as handling of the fuel cask and the fuel
assemblies, handling of contaminated filters, and repair and main-
tenance work. Experience shows that a risk of increased occupational
exposure arises in connection with disturbances of the operation
when one is forced to make improvizations. Such increased exposure
can generally be avoided by good planning, doubling of critical
components, and by suitable arrangement, fro» the point of view of
repair and mainteneance, of those items that are liable to get
contaminated.

Systems and components that are of importance in this context
include:

- Fuel pool cooling and makeup systems

Filter equipment for purification of pool water and
decontamination of fuel casks

Ventilation systems

Equipment for teaperutare-, water level- and leakage
measurements in the fuel pools

Equipment for activity measurements within the plant

Hoists and handling systems for casks, canisters and
fuel assemblies

Equipment for handling and storage of spent filter resins

These systems are not classified as safety systems per se
but will nevertheless neet certain redundancy requirements which
will be described in section 3.3.
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3.2

The most important safety aspect concerning the storage
pools is their ability to maintain the structural integrity to avoid
loss of pool water in excess of the makeup water capability. To
fulfil this requirement/ the pools are designed to withstand, with-
out loss of integrity, the drop of the heaviest conceivable load
frca the highest possible point above the pools. The pools are
also provided with a leaktight steel-lir.er". Behind the liner, a
leakage collection and detection system is installed which helps to
discover and locate possible leaks in the steel-liner.

The storage pools are separated by gates, and each pool can
be isolated from the others.

Pipe penetrations through the fuel pools are well above the
top level of the stored fuel to prevent draining via pipe connec-
tions .

- The pool water depth shall be sufficient to quarantee that
the exposure rate at operating positions does not exceed 2.5 mrea/h
during canister cr fuel handling assuming design base activity level
in the pool water.

3.3

In order to guarantee smooth operating conditions during
maintenance and in the event of. repairs, certain components in the
pi ant are redundant. In seme cases redundancy is warranted specifi-
cally in order to reduce occupational exposure.

The system fer cooling and makeup of the storage pools is
designed to maintain the pool water temperature and water level
within specified limits in the event of an active single failure
in a component, or in case of a local fire. The single failure

I criterion is reflected in the use of redundant components as shewn
*- in figure 2 which is a schematic flow diagram of the cooling systems.

The fire hazard is met by a suitable installation of components in
) separate fire cells and by the use of conventional fire fighting

ecuicment.

Redundant components are powered form separate busbars.
Only the main switchgear (10 kV] is common to all AC power supplies
in the plant. A single lir.e diagram is shown in figure 3.

The main switchgear can be manually connected to an ensite
power source which is independent of offsite pewer. The onsite power
supply may be a stationary or mobile diesel-generator or a gas
turbine installation. The final choice will be influenced by the
location of the plar.t. Shipment such as emergency lighting, alara
and ccrroiunication equipment which may be needed immediately after
a loss of offsite power, is fed from a battery backed power supply.

i ]

Filtar units and ether equipment necessary for the purifica-
tion of the storage pool water are designed to maintain tne'water
quality within acceptable limits in the event of an active single
failure in a system component, degraded efficieacv in a filter"unit,
or a local fire. This requirement results in a design with red-i.-dant
filter units in the cooling and purification systems for the storage
ocols.
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The ventilation systcra is designed to maintain 900a air con-

dition in the pocl area -n the event cf a failure in on active
component.

Systems for control and supervision of pool water level and
temperature, radiation levels and airborne activity within the plant
are designed to enable a satisfactory supervision and ccntrol in
case of an active single failure in the systens.

3.4

Fuel storage is designed in accordance with Äaericar. and
German standards for a neutron multiplication less than 0.95 assuming
that the fuel is in its most reactive state.

As explained above the fuel is stored In a series of canisters.
These have the same outer dissensions in the case of storing 3WB ar.d
PWH fuel, and are interchangable.

The fuel canisters are used during the vertical transport of
the fuel from the receiving unit to the storage unit ar.d act as
"fuel racks" during storage in the pools. Quality requirements on
these canisters will be equivalent to those posed on fuel racks in
a nuclear power plant. Criticálity consideration will include cal-
culation of the consequences of dropping a canister in transport.
The situation of partial moderation - i.e. a variable water density
in the canister is analysed in the case the canister is transported
vertically down to the storage unit.

3.5 Seismiç_d§si2j}

The following structures and systems will be designed to
withstand the design basis earthquake.

Sock chanter for the storage pools

Storage pools including foundation for fuel canisters

- Fuel canisters

- emergency siakeup systea for the storage pools

Canister and fuel handling equipnet located above the
stored fuel shall be designed r.ot to fall down and dasage
stored fuel in case of a ssisniic event.

The aagnituds of the design basis earthquake to be used in
the seismic design of the plant depends on the sits and will be
determined after site selection.

3.6

The storage pools will be placed in 2 ained rock cavity with
a width of about 20 ia, a length of about 150 a and a rock cover of
at least 20 a.

The location of the storage underground is believed to
provide an enhanced safety level and specifically offers protection
Ir. war.

There is ar. extensive expsrisr.ee ir. Sweden frca building
rock charters cf similar disensisns and design as the cr.e -roseseè
rcr CI--.3. To date ssout 100 such reck chambers have beea'buili.
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Moreover, the concept of housing nuclear facilities in rock chambers
is not new in Sweden. For example the research reactor HI in Stockholm
is situated in a rock chamber below ground in the heart of the city.
The reactor was operating between 1954 and 1970.

In a surburb of Stockholm the Agesta nuclear reactor is situa-
ted in a rock cavern. The reactor was rated 10 MW(e) and 70 liW(ta)
and was used for electric power oroducticn and district heating/
between 1964 and 1974.

To assure the stability of the rock chaaber the following
measures will be taken.

- Survey of the rock material prior to mining and
construction

Extensive measurements of the mechanical characteristics
of the rock including deformation measurements during
mining and construction. These measurements are also
continued during plant operation.

- Sock reinforcement, in order to improve the capability of
the structure to transmit forces and to eliminate the risk
of stone ejeection from the rock surface.

Verifying calculations will be performed on rock data
obtained by measurements during mining and construction.

3.7 Fire_2roteçtiçn

The fire hazard in CIA3 is low due to the low fire load in
most areas. Exceptions from this may be electrical cables and the
diesel generator with the fuel supply tank.

The nuclear fuel does not constitute a fire hazard in itself
and is always covered with water, hence fires in the plant do not
pose any threat to the environmental safety.

Separate fire cells are arranged where this is warranted
on account of an appreciable fire load or in order to protect redun-
dant portions of the pool cooling system. Fire alar» and fire fighting
systems are installed as required by convencional codes and star-cards.
Particular consideration is given to effective fire fighting and
ventilation in the underground portion of the plant. Two escape
routes are arranged from the underground premises.

4. Safety during normal operation

4.1

Radioactive material is introduced into the plant by the spent
fuel or the spent core components. The main part of the activity will
be trapped in the fuel pellets, remain inside the fuel cladding or
will be trapped in cr adhere to the construction material of the fuel
or core components. Only a very saall fraction of the total activity
in the fuel is estimated to escape through cladding failures in
damaged fuel. This activity consists mainly of fission products. Some
activation products will be relased when crud ccaes loose frca the
surfaces of the fuel cladding and reactor components.

Activity release will aaialy take place in the fuel casks and
in the fuel pools. Figure 4 gives a schematic diagram of the flow
of racioactive natter within the plant.

It is expected that the asount of free radioactivity will
vary considerably frcm cask to cask. In the ?SA3 for CLA3 the assusaed
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content of free cruđ in a fuel cask is based on neasureisents of the
total amount of cruđ on reactor fuel performed by ASEA-&TOM.

The anticipated release of fission products and cruđ frca
spent fuel stored in water has been deduced from experience frois
fuel pools in Swedish reactors. The aiost important isotopes are
Cs-134 and Cs-137 among the fission products and Co-60 and 3a-65
among the activation products.

During anticipated conditions in the storage pools, with a
small amount of leaking fuel» thé nain part of the activity in the
pool water consists of activation products, particularly Co-60.

The release of fission products depends upon r.he extent of
fuel damage, which is usually expressed as the percentage of damaged
fuel pins. This measure is somewhat inaccurate, because the release
of fission products from the fuel also depends on the size and type
of the cladding damage.

The activity concentration data available frca fuel pools in
Swedish reactors indicates an activity release fron damaged fuel
as follows

Cs-134 - 4 x 10 uCi/s per damaged fuel pin

Cs-137 - 7 x 10~ uCi/s per damaged fuel pin

The activity released to the fuel cask and to the fuel pools
is collected in filters in the purification systems. Spent filter
masses are transported to the rad-waste systems where the filter
masses are dewatêred and solidified. Contaminated water is purified
and in most cases reused in the plant. A lesser part of the purified
water is released to the cooling channel. The release of activity
to the cooling channel is low and is estimated to be well below
1 Ci/year.

Conceivable sources of airborne radioactivity in the plant
are the fuel casks and the fuel pools. An estimation of the genera-
tion of airborne radioactive matter shows that this is very low
and consists mainly of Xr-85. Release of airborne radioactivity
curing normal operation has very little impact both within the plant
and in the environment.

4.2

The design goal for the radiation protection within the plant
is to keep the radiation doses to the personnel as low as reasonable.
This goal is achieved by a suitable layout of the plant, a conserva-
tive design of radiation shielding and ventilation systems, as well
as by suitable administrative routines. Certain parts of the plant
will be classified as controlled areas. In these areas contamination
due to airborne activity or loosly bound radioactive material on
component surfaces may occur, or the radiation dose rate may be
5. 1 siren/h. The ventilation systems are designed to prevent an air-
flow from controlled to uncontrolled areas.

Burin? normal operation, three different activities have been
identified which say contribute significantly to occupational exposure
namely, handling of the fuel cask, handling of fuel and fuel canisters
in the receiving unit and handling of fuel canisters in the storage
unit. An estimation of the occupational exposures from these activi-
ties indicates that the average radiation doses to the operators
will be only a fraction of the dose limits recommended by ICPJP.

An estimation of the contribution from service and Jsain-
tar.ance to the annual doses of the personnel will be uncertain at
this stage, and r.o such analysis has been nađe. However, the objective

I



fco V.cop i3own the occupational radiation đcscs «Surir.g service and
mai.-.Cer.ance is reflc-cteđ in the plant design and particularly affec-
ted ace the building layout, radiation shielding and the doubling
of certain components.

5. Accident analysis

5. isturbançes_and_siinor_sççidents

In the safety analysis for CLA3 a number of anticipated
disturbances and minor accidents have been identified and analyzed.
These include loss of offsite power, component failures, leakage
of pool water, and fuel handling mishaps. The analysis shows that in
no case significant release of radioactivity will take place. Con-
ceçuently there will be no environmental inpact due to these events.

5.2 Suel_handling_aççident§

Of the accidents that have been analyzed the one resulting
in the largest radiation exposure in the environnent is a fuel hand-
ling accident.such as dropping the fuel cask or canister. The only
isotope of importance which reaches the environment is Kr-35.

Assuming all fuel pins in the dropped bundles to be dasaged,
the whole body dose to a person 1 km from the plant is calculated
realistically to be less than 1 mrem and conservatively about 1G0
This analysis shows that the environmental impact is snail even from
low probability events.

5.3

A number of measures will be taken in the design of the
plant to avoid a Icngterm loss of cooling of the stored fuel. This
is discussed in section 3. As a result, tctal less of ceolir.g of
the fuel has an extreniy lew probability or occurrence.

On request of the licensing authorities an estimate has been
made of the fuel temperature rise in case of total loss of cooling
of a storage pool. Only natural air convection and radiation losses
have been credited for cooling of the fuel in this case. Assuming
no makeup water to be available it will take acre than two weeks
before the pool with the largest decay heat will have lost all its
water content. When no water or water vapour is left for cooling,
the niaxiniuni fuei temperature in the hottest fuel bundle will be
well below 500°C. At this temperature there is a aargin of about
400CC to the level at which exothermal metal oxygen reactior. beco-nes
aporaciable.
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Figure 2
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AS EA-ATOM CL AB-SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM OF
ACTIVITY FLOW IN THE PLANT

Figure 4
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